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Resumo

Esta tese se dedica ao estudo de modelos de �xação de preços e suas implicações

macroeconômicas. Nos primeiros dois capítulos analiso modelos em que as decisões

das �rmas sobre seus preços praticados levam em conta custos de menu e de infor-

mação. No Capítulo 1 eu estimo tais modelos empregando estatísticas de variações

de preços dos Estados Unidos, e concluo que: os custos de informação são signi�cati-

vamente maiores que os custos de menu; os dados claramente favorecem o modelo em

que informações sobre condições agregadas são custosas enquanto que as idiossincráti-

cas têm custo zero. No Capítulo 2 investigo as consequências de choques monetários

e anúncios de desin�ação usando os modelos previamente estimados. Mostro que o

grau de não-neutralidade monetária é maior no modelo em que parte da informação é

grátis. O Capítulo 3 é um artigo em conjunto com Carlos Carvalho (PUC-Rio) e An-

tonella Tutino (Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas). No artigo examinamos um modelo

de �xação de preços em que �rmas estão sujeitas a uma restrição de �uxo de infor-

mação do tipo Shannon. Calibramos o modelo e estudamos funções impulso-resposta

a choques idiossincráticos e agregados. Mostramos que as �rmas vão preferir proces-

sar informações agregadas e idiossincráticas conjuntamente ao invés de investigá-las

separadamente. Este tipo de processamento gera ajustes de preços mais frequentes,

diminuindo a persistência de efeitos reais causados por choques monetários.

Palavras Chave: rigidez de preços, política monetária, custo de menu, custo de in-

formação, informação parcial, não-neutralidade da moeda, choque monetário, choque

de desin�ação.



Abstract

This thesis studies price-setting models and analyzes their macroeconomic im-

plications. In the �rst two chapters I study general models in which �rms�pricing

decisions are a¤ected by menu costs and information costs. In Chapter 1 I estimate

these models using American data on price changes, concluding that: information

costs are signi�cantly higher than menu costs; real data does not �t into the model

in which �rms receive information about aggregate conditions freely but pay for idio-

syncratic information. In Chapter 2 I explore the consequences of monetary shocks

and disin�ation announcements using the previously estimated models. I show that

the degree of monetary non-neutrality is larger in an economy where part of the infor-

mation is given for free. Chapter 3 is a coauthored paper with Carlos Carvalho and

Antonella Tutino. We abstract from menu costs and examine a price-setting model

in which �rms are subject to a Shannon constraint on information �ow. We calibrate

the model and investigate impulse response functions to aggregate and idiosyncratic

shocks. We �nd that, rather than tracking aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions

independently, �rms prefer to process information altogether, and that leads to a

faster overall price level adjustment, and thus to less real e¤ects�persistence after a

monetary shock.

Keywords: price-setting models, monetary policy, menu cost, information con-

straint, partial information, non-neutrality of money, rational inattention, inatten-

tiveness, disin�ation announcement.
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Introduction to Chapters 1 and 2

One of the most important questions macroeconomists have been trying to answer

is how monetary policy a¤ects the aggregate economy. Many researchers have been

approaching this question with models of price rigidity. This thesis is solely dedicated

to the study of these models. In the �rst two chapters I analyze two microfounded

price-setting models, estimating them and examining some of their macroeconomic

implications.

Roughly speaking, price-setting models can be divided into three categories: time-

dependent, state-dependent and mixed models. One of the most cited time-dependent

model is due to Calvo [1983]. It considers that the time interval between price changes

follows a stochastic process independent from the current state of the economy. There-

fore, �rms are not able to change their prices in reaction to shocks occurred during

these intervals. Although criticized for the lack of microfoundadations, this type of

price-setting model is commonly used inside DSGE frameworks, because it generates

aggregate price rigidity as found in empirical evidence and due to its tractability.

As an alternative, the state-dependent price-setting framework models the size and

the timing of price changes as a pro�t-maximizing decision by �rms. However, many

state-dependent models have yielded some implausible aggregate consequences. The

seminal paper by Caplin and Spulber [1987], using the example of a pure menu cost

model, explains why: although very few �rms reset prices each period, the aggregate

price adjusts quickly to changes in the state because it is exactly the �rms whose

prices have the farthest to adjust that do the adjusting. This selection e¤ect was

veri�ed later in Golosov and Lucas [2007], which develops and calibrates a simple
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model of menu costs. Through some simulations the authors show that the model

leads to very small aggregate responses of real variables to monetary shocks.

A di¤erent approach was introduced in Mankiw and Reis [2002]: the possibility

of outdated information in the price-setting process. The paper proposed a "sticky-

information" model based on the idea of slow di¤usion of information about macro-

economic conditions throughout the population, motivated by costs of acquiring in-

formation or costs of reoptimization. Reis [2006] provided a microfoundation for

Mankiw and Reis [2002]. In Reis [2006] �rms choose their "information sets", which

can be updated after the payment of an information cost - they also choose when

is optimal to incur that cost. Reis applied this framework to a model of in�ation,

and compared the resulting Phillips curve with some existing evidences on aggregate

prices�dynamics.

Chapters 1 and 2 are centered in two mixed models of price-setting described in

Bonomo, Carvalho and Garcia [2011]. In these models �rms are subjected to two lump

sum pricing costs: an adjustment cost when they want to reset their prices (menu

cost), and an information cost paid in order to gather and process full information

about their own state. Information in these models is either about aggregate or

idiosyncratic conditions. In one extreme, one can set information cost equal to zero

and have a pure menu cost state-dependent framework. In the other hand, bringing

the adjustment cost to zero will generate a time dependent model like in Reis [2006].

One important advantage of the models studied here is their generality. For

example, they allow for the parameter interpreted as the in�ation rate to be at any

level, and they also include the possibility of price adjustments without full knowledge

of the current state. This is specially relevant to the analysis of economies with higher
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in�ation rates.

The two models studied in this chapter di¤er only in one point: the inclusion or not

of free and continuous partial information between two full information dates. Free

information is either about aggregate or idiosyncratic shocks. This partial information

adds substantially to the discussion of price-setting models. The hypothesis that �rms

are continuously receiving and processing some information seems more plausible than

to think they are unaware of or ignore any news during the whole period they spend

without gathering all information relevant to their pricing decisions.

The �rst goal of Chapter 1 is to make a deeper study of these two models. I start

explaining their behavior under the zero in�ation case, highlighting the di¤erences

arisen when including free partial information. I then let the in�ation parameter

increase, and I explain how this a¤ects (micro) prices�statistics. I also show that even

under low in�ation rates �rms can frequently adjust prices without full information1.

The second goal is to use micro data on price changes to estimate the parameters

of these two models. The parameters estimated with American data were informa-

tion and menu costs, as well as standard deviations of idiosyncratic and aggregate

shocks that hit the economy. The �rst important conclusion after these estimations

is that real data does not support the partial information model in which aggregate

information is given freely and idiosyncratic information is costly. Thus, from that

conclusion until the end of Chapter 2, I only study the partial information model in

which idiosyncratic information is the costly one.

I �nd information costs around 2 and 3 times larger than menu costs (depending

if the model entails free partial information or not), although their nominal values

1The possibility of uninformed price adjustments is denied in related papers Alvarez, Lippi and
Paciello [2011,2012] and Demery [2012].
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represent a small fraction of a �rm�s pro�t. Estimates of standard deviations of

idiosyncratic shocks were higher than those of aggregate shocks.

I simulate both estimated models and I �nd that the model without partial infor-

mation implies a rate of full information collection of 4.7 times per year, while the

model with free partial information induces a rate of 1.2. Additionally, in this second

model the great majority of price adjustments (76%) are not fully informed and the

distribution of durations of price spells is very similar to the one encountered in the

data.

Chapter 2 examines aggregate e¤ects of the two models, employing the estima-

tions previously obtained. I �nd that, after a one-time unannounced +1% monetary

shock, a model with partial information induces signi�cantly higher persistence of

real e¤ects than the one without partial information. The persistence of monetary

policy e¤ect rises from only 2.5 months to almost one year when including free partial

information. I also perform an exercise of varying information and menu costs, and I

�nd that changing information costs have a much larger impact on monetary shocks�

persistence than altering menu costs.

I then turn to the analysis of another type of aggregate shock: a disin�ation

announcement. I separate two cases: disin�ation with and without monetary author-

ity�s credibility. I show and explain the di¤erent responses of the economy�s product

depending on the case and the model used.

The literature on estimation of menu and information costs relies on empirical

papers directly estimating pricing costs without employing any underlying model.

Zbaracki et al [2004] use data from a large US industrial manufacturer and estimates

menu costs, besides what they call managerial costs and customer costs. Levy [1997]

4



directly estimates menu costs in American grocery stores.

Some important papers in the price-setting literature have attempted to �t their

models into real data, though they did not attempt to make estimations. The afore-

mentioned Golosov and Lucas [2007] is one of them: it develops and calibrates a menu

cost model using statistics from Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008], showing a low persis-

tence of real e¤ects after a monetary shock. Woodford [2009] solves a model in which

�rms also face a �xed cost of acquiring perfect information and updating their prices,

but in between full information collections �rms get noisy signals about the current

state of the economy. Since it�s mandatory for �rms to pay the �xed information cost

before changing prices, if the signal observed continuously is perfectly precise, then

this is a pure menu cost model. If the signal contains no information, then the �rm�s

decision depends only on the number of periods since it last updated, and this is a

time-dependent model. The paper then compares some results with statistics from

Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008] and Nakamura and Steinsson [2008], but it does not

estimate the model. The reason for the lack of estimations in this literature might

rely on the complexity of models, turning estimation into a di¢ cult and computer

consuming task.

Alvarez, Lippi and Paciello [2011, 2012] uses a framework close to the �rst model

studied in Chapter 1: �xed information and menu costs but no free partial informa-

tion. It constructs a less generalized framework, where �rms always have to collect

information in order to change their prices, and where in�ation as well as discount

rates are approximated to zero. The second paper calibrated this simpler model and

analyzed monetary policy e¤ects.

Demery [2012] constructs a similar model to Alvarez, Lippi and Paciello [2011,
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2012] and calibrates it �xing all parameters related to aggregate and idiosyncratic

shocks. The article then shows that monetary neutrality disappears after adding

information costs (as in Golosov and Lucas [2007]).

Although monetary non-neutrality is recuperated after including information costs,

I show in Chapter 2 that the e¤ects on the real economy is still short-lived in these

models compared to the evidence and to the results obtained when including free

partial information.
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Chapter 1

Analyzing and Estimating Two Models With Menu
and Information Costs

In this chapter I study and estimate two models of price-setting described in

Bonomo, Carvalho and Garcia [2011]. In the �rst section (1.1) I describe and study

these models. First I portray a frictionless price-setting economy (subsection 1.1.1),

and then I include price rigidities to the framework (subsection 1.1.2). In subsections

1.1.3 and 1.1.4 I analyze the two models: in the �rst one �rms can only acquire new

information if they pay a �xed information cost, meanwhile in the second approach

�rms receive some partial information freely and continuously, and then pay the

information cost if they want to get fully informed. This free partial information

can be either the aggregate or the idiosyncratic realizations of shocks that hit the

economy. Subsection 1.1.5 compares these distinct models.

Section 1.2 of this �rst chapter is dedicated to estimating the models. Subsection

1.2.1 describes the data, followed by subsection 1.2.2 that discusses the choices of

parameters to be estimated and which pricing statistics were used for that. Subsection

1.2.3 explains the method used for the estimations. The section concludes with the

results (1.2.4). Finally, the chapter conclusion is presented in section 1.3.
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1.1 Two Price-Setting Models with Menu and Information

Costs

The two microfounded models of price-setting used in Chapters 1 and 2 of this

thesis were mostly described in Bonomo, Carvalho and Garcia [2011] (hereafter BCG).

1.1.1 A frictionless economy

Suppose an economy with no price rigidities, where a representative household

maximizes expected discounted utility subjected to budget constraints:

Et0

1Z
t0

e��(t�t0) [log (Ct)�Ht] dt

s:t:

Bt = B0 +

tZ
0

WrHrdr �
tZ
0

0@ 1Z
0

PirCirdi

1A dr + tZ
0

Trdr +

tZ
0

�rdSr +

tZ
0

�rdDr;8t � 0:

Household�s preferences are de�ned over his supply of labor Ht =

1Z
0

Hitdi and his

consumption of a composite good:

Ct =

24 1Z
0

�
Cit
Ait

� ��1
�

di

35
�

��1

;

where � > 1, Cit is the consumption of variety i, and Ait is a relative-preference

shock. Budget constraints variables: Bt is the household�s total �nancial wealth, Wt

is his wage, Pit is the price of variety i, Tt is his total net transfer, �t is his trading
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strategy, St is the vector of prices of traded assets, Dt is the associated vector of

cumulative dividend processes. His trading strategies �t satisfy conditions that rule

out Ponzi schemes.

In this economy, the consumption price index will be given by

Pt =

24 1Z
0

P 1��it di

35
1

1��

;

and the demand for variety of good i will be given by

Cit = A
1��
it

�
Pit
Pt

���
Ct:

At the production side, variety i is produced by a combination of labor and a

productivity shock (which is perfectly correlated with the relative-preference shock):

Yit = AitHit:

Maximizing pro�ts of the �rm will give the usual markup rule:

P �it =
�

� � 1
Wt

Ait
:

This optimal price is referred to as the frictionless optimal price.

Maximizing utility, the representative household will supply labor according to

Wt

Pt
= Ct:
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Combining the last 2 equations results in

P �it =
�

� � 1
PtCt
Ait

;

which after applying the log operator becomes (lowercase variables will be used

to designate logarithms):

p�it = log

�
�

� � 1

�
+ log (PtCt)� logAit:

Following standard practice in the price-setting literature, it�s assumed through-

out that nominal aggregate demand Qt � PtCt evolves exogenously. In particular,

qt � log (PtCt) will follow a Brownian motion with drift � (� will be our in�ation

parameter), and logAit a Brownian motion with no drift. Thus, p�it is given by the

sum of two stochastic processes:

dp�it = �dt� �qdW
q
t � �adW a

it (1.1)

where W q
t and fW a

itgi2[0;1] are independent standard Brownian motions.

In the �rst model �rms will receive information about both idiosyncratic and

aggregate shocks altogether, so p�it will be simply de�ned by

dp�it = �dt� �dWit: (1.2)

where � =
p
�2q + �

2
a.
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1.1.2 Adding rigidities

Departing from the frictionless economy, �rms will now have to pay a lump-sum

information cost F to know the realization of aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks, and

a lump-sum menu cost K to change their prices.

The menu cost will prevent �rms from changing their prices too often. Fur-

thermore, �rms unaware of the realizations of shocks won�t know their optimal prices

unless they pay the information cost. Under menu and information costs, maximizing-

pro�t �rms will choose not to change their prices continuously. Hence, each one will

be charging a price pit that is most of the time di¤erent from the optimal price p�it.

From here on, I will suppress �rms�subscript i for notation simplicity.

Thus, a �rm will choose an optimal pricing policy consisting on a sequence of

information dates
�
t0j
	1
j=1

and for each information date indexed j a subsequent se-

quence of pairs of price adjustment dates and new prices
n
tnj ; ptnj

oNj
n=1

chosen between

information dates t0j and t
0
j+1.

The �rm�s pro�t maximization problem can be written as a minimization of loss

from not charging its optimal price. BCG�s appendix shows that the instantaneous

loss is proportional to the square of price discrepancy:

loss from not charging optimal price p� / (pt � p�t )
2 :

Since the objective of �rms is to minimize the present discounted value of expected

total costs, the �rm�s problem at any information date labeled t00 is:

11



V
�
st00 ; ptN�1�1

�
=

min(
t0j ;

�
tnj ;ptnj

�Nj
n=1

)1
j=1

Et00

1X
j=0

Et0j

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

e��(t
0
j+1�t00)F +

t1jZ
t0j

e��(r�t
0
0)
�
p
t
Nj�1
j�1

� p�r
�2
dr

+

Nj�1X
n=1

264
tn+1jZ
tnj

e��(r�t
0
0)
�
ptnj � p

�
r

�2
dr + e��(t

n
j �t00)K

375
+

t0j+1Z
t
Nj
j

e��(r�t
0
0)
�
p
t
Nj
j

� p�r
�2
dr + e

��
�
t
Nj
j �t00

�
K

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
where st00 is the initial state, ptN�1�1

the inherited price, � is the time discount rate,

and Et denotes the mathematical expectation given �rm�s information on time t.

At any time t, without full knowledge of its optimal price, the �rm will have to

minimize expected loss Et (pt � p�t )
2,which can be decomposed as:

Et (pt � p�t )
2 = (pt � Etp�t )

2 + Et (p
�
t � Etp�t )

2 ; (1.3)

One can distinguish two sources of a �rm�s pro�t loss: the �rst one at the right

hand side of equation (1.3) is related to menu costs: it is the loss from not being able

to set its price pt equal to expected optimal price Etp�t ; the second one is related to

information costs: it is the loss from not having full information to know the optimal

price p�t .
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Let � be the time passed since last information date t0

� = t� t0: (1.4)

and zt be the expected discrepancy

zt = pt � Etp�t ; (1.5)

One can express expected loss in (1.3) as a function of these two variables:

Et (pt � p�t )
2 = z2t + V art (p

�
t ) : (1.6)

De�ning the function

f (zt; �) � z2t + V art (p�t ) ; (1.7)

it�s �nally possible to specify the value function V (zt; �), the optimized value of

the �rm�s dynamic cost minimization problem for any time t > t0. In the absence of

price changes, and given information time t0, V (zt; �) is

V (zt; �) = f (zt; �) dt+ e
��dtV (zt+dt; � + dt) ; (1.8)

where � is the time discount rate. This Bellman equation will be valid for both

models explained in the next two subsections. As we will see later, for each model

BCG rewrites V (zt; �) as a di¤erential equation and speci�es the associated bound-

ary conditions. The solution will be an optimal policy for the �rm of the type
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fl (�) ; u (�) ; c (�) ; � � (z)g0���1 2. The �rst two elements of this policy are l (�) and

u (�) - the lower and upper barriers of price discrepancies as functions of the time

elapsed since the last full information date. Whenever a �rm reaches these barriers

it is optimal to pay the menu cost K in order to change its price to c (�), the target

price discrepancy. The last element of the optimal policy is the information barrier

� � (z). When a �rm reaches � � (z) it�s optimal to pay information cost F to know its

true price discrepancy.

1.1.3 The Case Without Partial Information

The �rst model to be studied is the one in which a �rm doesn�t know the realization

of any of its shocks unless it pays the information gathering and processing cost F .

Since these shocks are independent and received altogether at instant � � (z), one can

treat them as one shock with zero mean and standard deviation � =
p
�2q + �

2
a, which

simpli�es this �rst model�s understanding.

Note that the �rm�s choice of paying the menu cost is separated from its choice

of paying the information cost, meaning that this framework allows a �rm to change

its price right after gathering full information or without any new information.

The �rst step to solve the model is to specify the Bellman equation for this case.

Function f (zt; �) is

f (zt; �) = z
2
t + Et (p

�
t � Ep�t )

2 (1.9)

Using (1.5), dzt is

dzt = dpt � Etdp�t

2Solutions are numerical and the method used for them is described in the appendix of BCG.
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Using this equation with equation (1.2), and adding the fact that between price

adjustments, dpt is null, one gets:

dzt = ��dt:

Combining the equations for f (zt; �) and dzt and applying Ito�s Lemma, the

di¤erential form of the Bellman equation (1.8) is

��Vz (z; �) + V� (z; �)� �V (z; �) + z2 + �2� = 0;

with general solution

V (z; �) =
2�

�3
� 2z�
�2

+
z2

�
+
�2

�2
+
�2�

�
+ e�

�z
� G

�
z + ��

�

�
:

This value function will have to obey �ve boundary conditions. The �rst one is

related to the information cost: the loss of being in any (z; �) must be smaller than

the expected loss from paying the information cost to know the realization of its

shocks and instantaneously going to (z + �
p
�"; 0). This is expressed mathematically

as:

8 (z; �) ; V (z; �) � F + E
�
V
�
z + �

p
�"; 0

��
The second boundary condition has to do with the menu cost: the loss of being

in any (z; �) must be smaller than the loss from paying the menu cost to change its

price and instantaneously going to the ex post optimal price c (�) = argminz V (z; �):

8 (z; �) ; V (z; �) � K + V (c (�) ; �)
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The third and fourth boundary conditions de�ne price adjustment barriers l (�)

and u (�). When the �rm�s price gap z touches the lower barrier l (�), it means it

reached a turning point where its price gap is too low, and it can now be increased

from z to optimal price gap c (�). Conversely, if �rm�s price gap z reaches the upper

barrier u (�), it means its price gap is too high and the �rm can pay the menu cost

and decrease it from z to ex post optimal price gap c (�). These conditions are:

V (l (�) ; �) = K + V (c (�) ; �)

V (u (�) ; �) = K + V (c (�) ; �)

Finally, the last condition de�nes the information gathering barrier � � (z). As

soon as the �rm surpass this barrier it means pro�ts�expectations are higher if the

�rm pays the information gathering and processing cost F to know its true state

instead of bearing the risk of being unaware of its exact pro�t losses:

V (z; � � (z)) = F + E
h
V
�
z + �

p
� � (z)"; 0

�i
;

where " is a random variable with standard normal distribution.

Figure 1 illustrates an optimal policy fl (�) ; c (�) ; u (�) ; � � (z)g0���1 for the zero

in�ation case (� = 0), where l (�) ; c (�) and u (�) are in (red) dashed lines, and � � (z)

is the thick (blue) solid line on the right. Suppose a �rm has just paid the information

cost so time elapsed since last information is zero (� = 0). Assume further that this

�rm didn�t change its price after processing this new information, so that z�=0 6= c (0).

Between information and price adjustment dates we have dzt = ��dt = 0, hence, as
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time passes by, the �rm moves to the right in the � x z space, in a horizontal line.

The zero in�ation case is the only symmetric case, and we have c (�) = 0 8� .
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Figure 1: Optimal pricing policy for the case without partial information. Horizontal axis � is

measured in years. Vertical axis z is the price discrepancy measured in percentage deviation

from expected optimal price.

1.1.4 The Case With Partial Information

The model to be studied now is the one where the �rm receives information

freely and continuously about one of the two types of shocks it is subjected to, be it

the idiosyncratic or the aggregate one. Here I will depart from BCG, and I will not

make any assumption of which information is free and which is costly. Thus, the free

information a �rm receives and process continuously can either be the idiosyncratic

or the aggregate one, and the information knowledgeable only through the payment

of F will be the other one. De�ning �f as the standard deviation of the shocks that
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are costless to assimilate (f as in free), and �c as the standard deviation of the costly

ones, we can have only one of these cases happening: �f = �a and �c = �q; or �f = �q

and �c = �a.

Like the previous model, here �rms will also be able to change their prices with

or without new costly information.

The �rst step to solve the case with partial information is to specify the Bellman

equation for this case. Function f (zt; �) in this case is

f (zt; �) = z
2
t + �

2
c� ; (1.10)

Between price adjustments zt evolves according to

dzt = dpt � Etdp�t

= �Etdp�t

= ��dt+ �fdWft; (1.11)

where dWft is a standardWiener process. Using this equation and equation (1.10),

the di¤erential form of the Bellman equation (1.8) is

1

2
�2cVzz (z; �)� �Vz (z; �) + V� (z; �)� �V (z; �) + z2 + �2f� = 0:

Analogously to the previous model, the �ve boundary conditions for V (z; �) will

be:

8 (z; �) ; V (z; �) � F + E
�
V
�
z + �c

p
�"c; 0

��
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8 (z; �) ; V (z; �) � K + V (c (�) ; �)

where c (�) = argmin
z
V (z; �)

V (l (�) ; �) = K + V (c (�) ; �)

V (u (�) ; �) = K + V (c (�) ; �)

V (z; � � (z)) = F + E
h
V
�
z + �c

p
� � (z)"c; 0

�i
;

where "c is a random variable with standard normal distribution

Similarly to the previous model, the �rst boundary condition refers to the option

the �rm has of paying information cost and acquiring costly information; the second

boundary condition refers to the option of paying the menu cost and changing its

price; the third and fourth ones are conditions that adjustment barriers l (�) and

u (�) must satisfy; and the last one implicitly de�nes information gathering barrier

� � (z).

Figure 2 illustrates an optimal policy fl (�) ; c (�) ; u (�) ; � � (z)g0���1 for the zero

in�ation case (� = 0) with free partial information. Again, l (�) ; c (�) and u (�) are

in (red) dashed lines, and � � (z) is the thick (blue) solid line on the right. I make

K = F
3
= 0:0005 and � =

q
�2c + �

2
f = 0:1, as in �gure 1, and determine that half of

the variance comes from the free information, and the other half originates from the
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costly information.
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Figure 2: Optimal pricing policy for the partial information case. Horizontal axis � is measured

in years. Vertical axis z is the price discrepancy measured in percentage deviation from

expected optimal price. In this zero in�ation case, symmetry also makes target price

discrepancy c (�) = 0 8� .

1.1.5 Comparing Both Models

The solutions of both models are computed numerically. In order to study pricing

statistics generated by these models, I simulate the path of one representative �rm

throughout a long period of time.

Appendix A describes simulation results for some cases of optimal policies, namely:

annual in�ation � equals to 0%, 10% and 40%; information cost F equals to ad-

justment cost K=0.001; information cost F=0.00250 greater than adjustment cost
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K=0.0005; total standard deviation of shocks � =
q
�2c + �

2
f equals to 0.10 and 0.20.

Partial information cases are separated into three distinct weights of �c and �f : one

where �c = �f , other where volatility of costly information equals to 80% of total

volatility, and the last one where it corresponds to 20% of �2. Throughout these �rst

two chapters I set discount rate � = 0:025. Price statistics shown in these tables

are (in order): frequency of information gathering, frequency of price adjustments,

frequency of price adjustments with full information, frequency of price adjustments

without full information, frequency of positive price adjustments, frequency of nega-

tive price adjustments, mean size of positive price adjustments, mean size of negative

price adjustments, and mean of absolute sizes of price adjustments.

Bellow I report some features of the statistics�results from both models.

The Zero In�ation Case The �rst table on appendix A reports the zero in�ation

case which, as seen in �gures 1 and 2, has a symmetric optimal policy around z =

c (�) = 0 8� . This symmetry leads to equal frequency of positive versus negative price

adjustments as well as equal mean sizes of positive and negative price adjustments

(the distribution of sizes of price adjustments is symmetric).

To grasp the logic of this symmetry imagine a multi-�rm simulation setting: at

every instant all �rms touching � � (z) and deciding to change their prices jump to

c (0) = 0: Using the �rst model (�gure 1), this mass point of �rms in c (0) = 0 will

continue moving together on the c (�) = 0 line until reaching � � (0) and receiving

zero-mean shocks once more. Some of these �rms might change their prices again

and go back to c (0) = 0, but others will be symmetrically distributed along the

z = 0 axis, because they are carrying zero mean normally distributed shocks with the
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same standard deviation (assuming all shocks are independent3). Each of these other

�rms will horizontally move along � x z space until reaching the symmetric � � (z)

information barrier.

In order to understand the partial information case, one just needs to realize that

�rms are continuously receiving zero mean normally distributed shocks with standard

deviation �f . Thus, even though �rms that collect information and reset their price

discrepancies to c (0) = 0 at the same time disperse from each other afterwards, they

will on average reach � � (z) at z = 0, reaching points of the information gathering

curve like � � (x) and � � (�x) with equal probability.

Partial Information Di¤erent Features Including free partial information changes

signi�cantly the statistics generated by the model. A notorious change is the increased

probability of uninformed price adjustment4. The less free information is given, the

more this second model approximates to the �rst one. However, as relatively more

information is given for free, �rms get less inclined to pay F to make their decisions,

and thus, the more uninformed price adjustments there will be.

As can be seen in appendix A, even a zero in�ation case can generate more un-

informed price changes than informed ones in the presence of partial information.

Naturally, it will depend on many variables, but specially on �f compared to �c, and

on F compared to K. Taking the case where �f = �c = 0:1=
p
2 and F = 0:0025 = 5K,

3If there are aggregate shocks, then �rms�shocks are not independent from each other, because
aggregate shocks are common among �rms. In this case, simulating one �rm throughout a long period
of time might be di¤erent from simulating the continuum of �rms of this economy throughout the
same amount of time, because the former contains only independent shocks, but the latter will be
in�uenced by the actual realization of aggregate shocks (which are equal for each point in time).

4Of course these price adjustments are not fully uninformed, since they are based on free partial
information. Nonetheless, I will keep this vocabulary for simplicity.
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74% of price changes are not fully informed.

Increasing In�ation Figure 3 shows optimal policies for � = 0 and � = 0:1

holding other parameters constant (F = K = 0:001; � = 0:025; � = 0:1; where in

the partial information case �c = �f = 0:1=
p
2). The light (blue) thick lines refer

to optimal policies under the zero in�ation case whereas the dark (blue) thick ones

represent the � = 10% case. The (gray) thin solid lines are paths starting from

c (0). Note that in the partial information case, the two paths drawn are just two

examples of an in�nite number of possible random paths starting from c (0). The

increase in in�ation "shifts" the optimal policies�graphs upwards, and their formats

loose symmetry. Upper barriers move upwards, repressing price decreases. On the

other hand, the rise in in�ation does not change signi�cantly the lower part of the

information gathering barrier (solid thicker lines), and even though the deterministic

trend of the �rm has changed from dz = 0 to dz = 0:1dt, the similarity in the

� � (z) is re�ected on small changes in frequencies of information gathering and of

fully informed price adjustments.
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Figure 3: Raising in�ation from 0% to 10%. In these examples, F = K = 0:001;

� = 0:1, being �f = �c = 0:0707 in the partial information case.

Statistics results for the 10% in�ation case are reported on the second table of

appendix A. Analyzing only the case without free partial information, notice that the

increase in in�ation from 0% to 10% leads to occurrences of uninformed price adjust-

ments. I will later show that this modest occurrence of uninformed price changes can

increase dramatically if one changes the set of parameters of the model, becoming

the majority of price adjustment cases when F is too large compared to K.

Another relevant expected change when in�ation is increased from 0% is the lost

of symmetry in price distributions. With � > 0 the amount of positive price changes

overcomes the amount of negative ones. Meanwhile, mean sizes of positive and neg-

ative price adjustments don�t need to equalize anymore. Figure 4 compares the price

distributions of 0% and 10% in�ation rates, using the same parameters as the left

part of �gure 3.
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Figure 4: Distributions of price adjustments with zero in�ation and 10% in�ation

(� = 0:1; � = 0:025; K = F = 0:001), no partial information case.

Climbing to a high in�ation like 40% will continue to unveil the symmetry of

the distribution of price changes. At the same time, the role of uninformed price

adjustments will be ampli�ed, as observed in the third table of Appendix A. In the

non-partial information case the amount of uninformed price adjustments crucially

depends on the di¤erence between F and K. A case with no partial information

and � = 0:40; � = 0:1; F=0.0025 and K=F/5 produces an economy where 78% of

price adjustments are uninformed. This is justi�ed by the high inclination of the

�rm�s path (dzt = �0:4dt), so that �rms touch the l (�) barrier many times before

reaching the information gathering curve. With such a high in�ation uninformed

price adjustments are frequent even if we set F = K = 0:001, accounting for 16% of

all price adjustments.
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Uninformed Price Changes under Low In�ation An important feature of the

models described here is their generality. These models accept any value of � 2 R

and allow for the possibility of price adjustments without information gathering.

Therefore, they can cover high in�ation economies and their price indexing behavior,

besides cases in which a �rm after gathering information decides to wait a "little more

time" before changing prices without needing to collect and process new information

again. This latter possibility usually takes place in a less volatile economy (low � and

�), where the probability of an abrupt di¤erence in target optimal prices between

information collection date and price adjustment date is low.

The occurrence of uninformed price adjustments depends mainly on the magni-

tudes of F compared to K. In an economy where information gathering costs are high

and menu costs are low, �rms will avoid paying F to gather new information, mak-

ing them more prone to change their prices based only on expectations given pasts

observations of the state of the economy.

In the special case of � = 0, however, uninformed price adjustments can only

occur in an environment with partial information being freely given. Without partial

information, the optimal policy is such that l (�) is a non-increasing function, u (�) is

a non-decreasing function and �rms always move horizontally in the � x z space, im-

peding them to touch these price adjustment barriers without gathering information

(receiving shocks). Once in�ation is marginally changed from zero, a �rm can touch

l (�) or u (�) depending on the other parameters.

Table 1.1 shows two cases where even though in�ation rate is not very high,

uninformed price adjustments accounts to approximately half of all price adjustments.
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High Frequency of Uninformed Price Adjustments
Parameters and Related Statistics Case 1 Case 2
� 0.03 0.10
� 0.10 0.15
F 0.00300 0.00400
K 0.00001 0.00008
Frequency of Information Gathering 1.29 1.64
Frequency of Price Adjustments 2.53 3.09
Frequency of Price Adjustments with Costly Information 1.24 1.51
Frequency of Price Adjustments without Costly Information 1.29 1.58
Frequency of Positive Price Adjustments 2.02 2.56
Frequency of Negative Price Adjustments 0.51 0.53
Mean Size of Positive Price Adjustments 0.032 0.057
Mean Size of Negative Price Adjustments 0.067 0.089
Mean Size of Absolute Price Adjustments 0.039 0.062

Table 1.1: Two examples with very high occurance of uninformed price adjustments,
under not so high in�ation environments.

Non Continuity of Statistics In the model without free partial information,

one of the consequences of allowing changes of prices without full information is a

discontinuity of price statistics with respect to �. To illustrate this point, �gure 5(a)

shows an optimal policy with � = 0:31. All �rms starting from c (0) (that is, all �rms

changing prices right after processing new information) make only one uninformed

price adjustment before collecting new information again, although they get very close

to hitting l (�) curve for a second time. Firms in this economy adjust their prices on

average 2.68 times per year, 1.52 times being uninformed adjustments. Increasing �

from 31% to 32% and keeping the other parameters constant, will lead to the policy

on �gure 5(b). In this optimal policy, �rms�steeper downward paths makes all �rms

starting from c (0) touch l (�) twice before hitting � � (z). In this new in�ation, the

frequency of price adjustments jumps to 3.04 times a year, and uninformed ones
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average 2.16.

The same discontinuity does not applies when there is partial information being

given freely. The intuition behind this fact is that, in that kind of setting, uninformed

price adjustments happen more often and randomly to a given �rm, and consequently

in a smoother pattern to the continuum of �rms.
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Figure 5: The discontinuity of price statistics coming from changes in in�ation. Parameters are

� = 0:1; � = 0:025; K = 0:001; F = 0:003:
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De�ation The symmetry of these two models leads to a symmetry in their optimal

policies: Given a set of parameters, 8 �� 2 R the optimal policy for ��� is such that:

u (�)�� = �l (�)���

l (�)�� = �u (�)���

c (�)�� = �c (�)���

� � (z)�� = � � (�z)���

This will lead to equal frequencies of price adjustments and information gather-

ings, and equal sizes of price adjustments with inverted signs.
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1.2 Estimation

I estimate standard deviation of shocks, information and menu costs of both

models using a variant of the simulated method of moments.

The simulated method of moments (SMM) relieves a model from needing to relate

parameters to some set of observable (endogenous) variables, which is the case here.

It estimates model parameters by matching moments from the model�s simulations

to those in observed data. The method can be described as follows: let � 2 Rp be

a vector of model parameters to be estimated, 	data 2 Rq a vector of moments from

real data and 	sim (�) 2 Rq a vector of the same moments, but calculated instead

with the model�s simulated data. The estimator �̂ is found by solving the following

minimization problem:

min
�
(	data �	sim (�))T W (	data �	sim (�)) (1.12)

where W is a qxq weighting matrix5, and q � p.

In order to calculate 	sim (�) I have to simulate in�nite �rms, hitting all of them

with equal realizations of aggregate shocks but di¤erent idiosyncratic shocks. Hence,

although simplifying the model without free partial information using equation (1.2)

instead of equation (1.1) was helpful in solving the �rm�s problem and in exposing the

features of the model, ignoring idiosyncratic versus aggregate shocks is not possible

once you want to simulate the whole economy and �t the data. In the partial in-

formation case, separating standard deviation between costly and free is not enough

anymore as well.

5Gouriéroux and Monfort [1996] shows the optimal weighting matrix that minimize estimation�s
variance.
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This section is organized as follows: subsection 1.2.1 describes the available data

for the estimations; subsection 1.2.2 clari�es how I chose the moments to be matched

and the parameters to be estimated; in subsection 1.2.3 I present the variant version

of SMM I used; and �nally subsection 1.2.4 shows and analyzes the results.

1.2.1 Data

I use time-series of price adjustment statistics from January 1988 to January 2005.

Those monthly statistics were aggregated from individual regular price changes (i.e.,

excluding sales) underlying the US Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI from the top urban

areas of the United States. The data covers 70% of the CPI from those three areas,

and was excerpted from data set used in Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008], a reference

empirical paper in the price-setting literature6.

1.2.2 The choice of Parameters and Moments

The choice of parameters to be estimated and moments to be matched was based

on economic relevance, data availability, computational costs and the models�replica-

ble features. The simulation for one set of parameters takes on average 8 minutes

6I thank Oleksiy Kryvtosov for providing time series data that underlies Klenow and Kryvtsov
[2008].

Being more speci�c about the available data, I was provided tables containing monthly means and
medians of frequencies and sizes of positive and negative price adjustments. A second possibility of
calculation also encountered in Klenow and Kryvtsov 2008 would be weighting all products�price
changes equally, regardless of time. Periods of excessive price changes would get weighted more in
this second option, and these price changes tend to be bigger than the usual. These two di¤erent
weighting leads to considerable distinct statistics, specially for sizes of price changes. For example,
time series weighting leads to mean and median of absolute sizes of price changes of 9.0% and 7.1%,
while equal weighting leads to, respectively, 11.3% and 9.7%. The time series option seems more
suitable to our model because it smooths the uncommon boosting of price changing periods.
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using MATLAB programming in a standard PC7. The main time consuming tasks

are two: to solve for the optimal policy, and to simulate di¤erent aggregate shocks

hitting the economy (in order to take averages). Therefore, an estimation searching

thousands of parameter sets takes many days to conclude.

With such high computational costs, instead of estimating the annual in�ation

parameter � and increasing in one dimension the range of the search for �̂ (besides

coping with the problem of discontinuity in � in the model without partial informa-

tion), I �x it equal to the average in�ation rate of the basket of goods being studied,

which is 3.29% per year. The other parameter �xed is the annual discount rate �.

Since it�s not interesting for the macroeconomic purposes here to spend computa-

tional e¤ort estimating �, I �x it equal to 0.025 (as in all exercises of the previous

section). The parameters I estimate are standard deviation of idiosyncratic and ag-

gregate shocks (�a and �q, thus �), information cost F and menu cost K.

The moments used to match the data were chosen after many simulation tests.

The tests are performed in the following way: I �x all parameters of the model, then

I simulate the model and extract the respective statistics (a set of moments to be

matched). I then perform an estimation with these statistics, to check weather the

estimation returns the same parameters used in the simulation.

Another point relevant when choosing the moments to be matched is the model�s

replicable features. Two statistics available were not used in the estimation because

the models fail to replicate them: mean size of positive price adjustments, and mean

size of negative price adjustments8.

7In a Intel Core i7, 8GB, 3.30GHz.
8I believe this happens because of the quadratic approximation for the pro�t loss function. Given

all other statistics to match and the low in�ation, the approximation impedes the di¤erence between
sizes of prices increases and decreases to be as high as found in the data.
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The moments chosen to be matched were then: mean frequency of positive price

adjustments, mean frequency of negative price adjustments, monthly mean of ab-

solute sizes of price changes, monthly median of absolute sizes of price changes, and

standard deviation of the monthly mean frequency of positive price adjustments.

Some intuition of why matching these moments identify our parameters are given

now.

There is a clear connection between frequency of price adjustments and menu

costs. Breaking down into frequency for positive and negative price adjustments

is relevant because of the following: the drift � will dictate wether positive price

adjustments is more or less frequent than the negative ones, however, a higher variance

of the freely observable shock will attenuate this e¤ect. The mean and median of sizes

of price adjustments are a¤ected by changes in information cost F: a lower information

cost leads to higher frequency of informed price adjustments, and informed price

adjustments tends to have higher mean and variance of sizes. Finally, the incidence

of aggregate shocks tends to make the frequency of price adjustments more variable

with time.

1.2.3 "Penalized SMM"

If we use only the �rst four moments mentioned above (means of frequency of

positive and negative price adjustments, as well as monthly mean and median of

absolute sizes of price changes), then we are able to perform a estimation using the

simulated method of moments �nding �̂a; F̂ ; K̂, and not �̂q. Thus, we would have to

�x this important parameter equal to, for example, the standard deviation of GDP

growth.
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However, if we include the standard deviation of the monthly mean frequency

of positive price adjustments we are able to recuperate �q. As written above, the

incidence of aggregate shocks tends to make the frequency of price adjustments more

variable with time.

Unfortunately, since the monthly mean frequency of positive price adjustments is

a statistic calculated using all the time series available for monthly mean frequencies

of positive price adjustments, there is only one data point for this moment. Thus,

one could not include this moment into 	 of minimization problem (1.12).

The solution proposed is what I call a "penalized SMM".

min
�

8><>: (	data �	sim (�))T W (	data �	sim (�))+

� (std (freq �p > 0)data � std (freq �p > 0)sim)
2

9>=>; (1.13)

where

	 = ffreq �p > 0; freq �p < 0; mean j�pj ; median j�pjg

� = f�a; �q; F;Kg :

and the choice of W and � are explained below.

I do not calculate the optimal weighting matrix of problem (1.13), consequently

the resulting estimator is still consistent but not e¢ cient9. In order not to lose control

over the size of � compared to the sizes of the elements in W , I set W equal to a

diagonal matrix, in which the elements of the diagonal are of the type 1=	2datai:

9Despite the loss of e¢ ciency for the estimator, I found low standard deviations in the estimations
presented next.
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W =

2666666664

1
(freq �p>0data)

2 0 0 0

0 1
(freq�p<0data)

2 0 0

0 0 1

(meanj�pjdata)
2 0

0 0 0 1

(medianj�pjdata)
2

3777777775
:

This matrix eliminates the possibility of a certain statistic being prioritized in

the minimization problem due to its higher absolute value. Accordingly, I set � =

1= (std(freq �p > 0))2.
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Estimated Parameters
�q �a F K

No Partial Info 0.0306 0.1608 0.000488 0.000213
standard deviation 0.0033 0.0067 0.00014 0.00009
t-statistic 9.3 23.4 3.1 2.43
Partial Info (�q = �c) 0.0907 0.1349 0.00229 0.00076
standard deviation 0.0027 0.0066 0.0009 0.0003
t-statistic 33.6 20.6 2.5 3.0
Partial Info (�q = �f ) 0.2182 0.0501 0.00037 0.00067
standard deviation 0.0444 0.0066 0.0016 0.0008
t-statistic 4.9 7.5 0.24 0.82

Table 1.2: Estimation Results - parameters

Target Statistics
Statistic freq �p>0 freq�p<0 mean j�pj median j�pj std(freq �p>0)
Data 0.1503 0.1152 0.0900 0.0710 0.0263

No Partial Info 0.1434 0.1172 0.0838 0.0744 0.0262
Partial �q=�c 0.1480 0.1261 0.0834 0.0714 0.0259
Partial �q=�f 0.1328 0.1143 0.1224 0.1119 0.405

Table 1.3: Simulated statistics with estimated parameters compared to real data

1.2.4 Results

Estimations results are reported on tables 1.2 and 1.3. I �rst analyze the estima-

tion of the model without free partial information and later I will do the same for the

cases including partial information.

The Case Without Partial Information U.S. data generated estimations of

�̂q = 3:06%; �̂a = 16:08%; F̂ = 0:000488 and K̂ = 0:000213, with low standard

deviations as reported on table 1.2. This implies information cost is approximately
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2.3 times larger than menu cost, representing 0.098% of a �rm�s pro�t in equilibrium

compared to 0.043% for the menu cost.

Simulating the model using these parameters one can construct the distribution

of price adjustments generated by it, as well as information statistics, such as amount

of information gatherings per year by �rms. For the case without free partial infor-

mation there are 4.7 information gatherings per year, of which 67% results in price

adjustments. Uninformed price adjustments are uncommon, representing only 0.01%

of all price adjustments. This is consistent with Alvarez, Lippi and Paciello [2011,

2012] model, which does not allow for uninformed price adjustments. The distribution

of sizes of price adjustments is reported in �gure 6.
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Figure 6: Distribution of sizes of all price adjustments in the estimated

economy without free partial information.

The Case With Partial Information The estimation for the partial information

case in which aggregate shocks are freely given (�q = �f ) did not generate desirable

results. Not only the estimations led to very di¤erent monthly mean and median

absolute sizes of price adjustments, but also they carry high standard deviation. I
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will drop this case and work only with the estimation where aggregate shocks are

costly.

When aggregate shocks are costly, parameters�estimates are: �̂q = 9:07%; �̂a =

13:49%; F̂ = 0:00229 and K̂ = 0:00076. This implies information cost is approxi-

mately 3 times larger than menu cost. Information cost represents 0.458% of a �rm�s

pro�t in equilibrium, and menu cost only 0.152%. Notice that, as in the previous

case, estimated standard deviation of idiosyncratic shocks is higher than of aggregate

ones.

Simulating the model using the estimated parameters one gets 1.2 information

gatherings per year, of which 66% results in price adjustments. Price adjustments

without full information are very common, representing 76% of all price adjustments.

The distribution of sizes of price adjustments is reported in �gure 7, which contains

3 histograms: (a) distribution of sizes of price adjustments conditional on not having

full information; (b) distribution of sizes of price adjustments conditional on having

full information; (c) distribution of sizes of all price adjustments.
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(b) Fully Informed
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Figure 7: Distributions of price adjustments in the estimated economy in

which information about idiosyncratic shocks is given freely.
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Lastly, this model generates a distribution of price spells similar to real data even

though higher moments of durations of price spells�distributions were not targeted

during the estimation. The distribution of price spells in �gure 8 resembles a lot

the distribution presented in Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008]: a decreasing shape of the

distribution until 12 months10 and close to 30% of �rms changing their prices in the

�rst month.
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Figure 8: Distribution of price spells in the partial information estimation.

1.3 Conclusion

In this chapter I studied two microfounded models of price-setting that include

as frictions lump-sum information and menu costs. In the �rst model �rms can only

acquire new information if they pay the information cost, while in the second model

�rms also receive some partial information freely and continuously. This partial

information can be either realizations of aggregate or idiosyncratic shocks that hit

the economy.

10Kryvtsov and Klenow [2008] shows an increase in price adjustment at month 12.
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I �rst studied what these models imply for price-setting statistics, such as fre-

quencies of informed or uninformed price adjustments, frequencies of information

gatherings and sizes of price adjustments. I then used data on price adjustments

from the United States to estimate the relevant "structural" parameters of these

models.

Through these estimations I found that real data does not support the model in

which aggregate information is given freely and continuously to �rms. Estimation

of the model without free partial information and of the model where idiosyncratic

information is given freely is well behaved and match the data. In these 2 cases

estimated information costs are higher than menu costs, but their nominal values

represent a small fraction of the �rm�s pro�t (only 0.14% in the model without par-

tial information and 0.61% in the partial information setting). Estimated standard

deviations of idiosyncratic shocks are always higher than the aggregate shocks�ones.

After simulating the estimated economies, I found that the case without partial

information presents a rate of information collection or 4.7 times per year, while in

the case with partial information it drops to a more reasonable rate of 1.2. Still in

the partial information setting, the great majority of price adjustments (76%) is not

fully informed and the distribution of durations of price spells is very similar to the

one encountered in the data.
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Chapter 2

The Macroeconomics of Two Models With Menu
and Information Costs

In order to study the macroeconomic consequences of the models presented and

estimated in Chapter 1, I numerically simulate the continuum of �rms of those

economies. For a certain model and set of parameters, all �rms are subjected to

the same optimal policy, and move throughout the � x z space until converging to a

stochastic steady state, in which they are only subjected to idiosyncratic shocks.

In the �rst section of this Chapter I will hit these steady state economies with

monetary shocks. I�ll assume that �rms must pay information cost F to learn about

these shocks. This means that aggregate information is always costly, which is in line

with my previous estimation results. Subsequently, I will perform exercises varying

the sizes of menu and information costs to analyze how these changes a¤ect aggregate

consumption (or product) response to the monetary shock.

In the second section I will hit the estimated economies with shocks on the rate of

aggregate demand growth �, which we interpret as the in�ation rate. The monetary

authority will publicly announce a disin�ation to � = 0%. If the monetary authority

has full credibility, then �rms will change their optimal policies to incorporate the

new in�ation rate. On the other hand, if there is no credibility then �rms will not

modify their current optimal policies.

The chapter ends with the conclusion in section 3.
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2.1 Aggregate E¤ects of a Monetary Shock

The models studied in the �rst chapter assume that nominal aggregate demand

Qt follows a geometric Brownian motion with trend growth �. An unanticipated

shock to the level of nominal aggregate demand makes it jump in time zero from Q0

to Q0 (1 + �). After the jump., the nominal aggregate demand resumes its trend.

For the best estimated partial information model in previous chapter and for the

model with costly information only, I simulate a large number of �rms for time long

enough to reach the stochastic steady state. Then, I give the shock to nominal aggre-

gate demand and continue the simulation with nominal aggregate demand evolving

as before. Individual prices are aggregated to obtain the average price level. The

output (in logs) is given by

yt = logQt � pt

2.1.1 Estimated Economies

Figures 9 and 10 show price level and product (or equivalently, consumption)

responses to a one time unexpected increase in nominal aggregate demand level

by � = 1%. Darker (pink) lines represent the economy where �rms have no free

partial information, constructed using estimated parameters �̂q = 3:06%; �̂a =

16:08%; F̂ = 0:000488 and K̂ = 0:000213. Lighter (green) lines depict the esti-

mated economy with costly aggregate information and free idiosyncratic information�
�̂q = 9:07% ; �̂a = 13:49%; F̂ = 0:00229 and K̂ = 0:00076

�
. As mentioned in the

estimation section of Chapter 1, � is �xed at 3:29% (in�ation rate of the basket of

goods and services analyzed in the data) and annual discount rate at � = 0:025.
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Figure 9: Price level response to an unexpected 1% increase in money supply.
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Figure 10: Product response to an unexpected 1% increase in money supply.

It�s immediately notable that real e¤ects�persistency is much lower for the model

without partial information. The main reason for that is the high frequency of price

adjustments encountered in the data. The model without partial information needs

smaller K and F and higher � to justify these elevated frequencies of price adjust-

ments, and that leads to a "short" optimal policy: the farthest � � (z) to the right of

the optimal policy graph is 2.5 months. This optimal policy is shown in �gure 11.
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When �rms collect information they get aware of the monetary shock, and usually

react to that shock by changing their prices. In this case, in only 2.5 months af-

ter the shock all �rms have already processed the information about the increase in

money level and the majority has changed prices because of it. This explains the low

persistence of real e¤ects in the economy.

The persistence is much more signi�cant in the partial information setting. The

reasoning behind this is straightforward: since �rms receive free information along

the way, they wait longer to collect full information and to know about the monetary

shock, thus more time passes before they include the shock into their pricing decisions.

As can be seen in �gure 11, the farthest � � (z) to the right of the optimal policy�s

graph is 1 year and 2.3 months.
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Figure 11: optimal pricing policies for the models with and without partial

information.

Another prominent characteristic of response functions is the more linear shape of

the curves in the model without partial information. The kinks in these curves occur

because �rms move deterministically in straight lines from axis z = 0 to information
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barrier � � (z), spread quite evenly throughout the state space, touching this barrier

between � = 1:8 and � = 2:5 months. Only 2.5 months after the shock practically all

�rms have collected information. However, in the case with free partial information,

�rms move randomly inside the optimal policy space due to idiosyncratic shocks,

dispersedly touching information barrier and during a longer period of time: between

7.5 and 14.5 months. This originates the smoother shape of the lighter (green) curves

in �gures 9 and 10.

2.1.2 Changing F and K

How would these economies react to a monetary shock if menu or information

costs were di¤erent? To answer to this question I show on panel 1 product responses

to the same monetary shocks when F or K are changed.

In order to get to the �gures in panel 1, I simply change menu cost or information

cost keeping all other parameters constant, then I calculate the ergodic distribution

of these economies (steady state distributions), and �nally I simulate a 1% increase

in nominal aggregate demand.

The two �gures on the left part of the panel (in pink) correspond to the model

without partial information, and the two �gures on the right part of the panel (green)

represent the model with partial information. The �gures show that changes in

information costs impact much more on aggregate responses than those in menu costs.

In particular, increasing F in the partial information framework greatly ampli�es the

real e¤ects of the monetary shock. For example, doubling information cost from F to

2F enhance real e¤ect�s persistence in almost 50%.

Analyzing the top �gures of the panel one realizes that the e¤ects of changing K
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are opposites in the model with and without partial information. The reason is this:

adding to K lowers min � � (z) and increases max � � (z), i.e. the information gathering

curve starts in an earlier � and ends at a later � (in both models). In the model

without partial information this implies that �rms will usually touch information

barrier later, because �rms moving with small drift (� = 3:29%) tends to collect

information on the far right end of the barrier � � (z). Collecting information later

means knowing about the monetary shock later and including this information on

your pricing decision with a delay.

On the other hand, in the model with partial information �rms move randomly

inside the optimal policy graph, and therefore they will be able to touch � � (z) (which

now starts earlier) and collect information faster. Even if these �rms do not change

prices instantly after collecting the new information, they have signi�cant chances

of changing prices afterwords when touching l (�) and u (�), because of the partial

shocks they receive all the time. Consequently, under partial information, an increase

in K leads to less persistent real e¤ects after a monetary shock.

Raising information cost F modi�es optimal policies mainly through longer price

adjustment barriers l (�) and u (�) ; meaning a later start of information collection

barrier � � (z). As a result, in both models the impact is the same: the knowledge of

the monetary shock happens later, slowing price responses.
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Panel 1: Product responses to unexpected 1% increase in nominal aggregate demand -

di¤erent menu or information costs.

2.2 Disin�ation Shocks

Suppose economies with estimated parameters are again in steady state equilib-

rium and the monetary authority announces a disin�ation from � = 3:29% to � = 0%.

Thus, at the time of the announcement (let�s say t = 0), nominal aggregate demand

stops growing, so that Q = Q0 inde�nitely. How would consumption (or equivalently

product) respond to this shock? I study two possibilities: in the �rst one the monetary

authority has no credibility, and as a consequence, �rms do not change their optimal

policies in response to the announcement; in the second one the monetary authority

has full credibility, so that �rms answer to the announcement by altering their opti-

mal policies to the ones with zero in�ation rate. In both cases the way �rms move

around the � x z space is changed: from dzt = �0:0329dt to dzt = 0 in the model
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without partial information, and from dzt = �0:0329dt + �idWit to dzt = �idWit in

the model with free partial information.

2.2.1 Disin�ation Shock without Credibility: Only Drift Changes

When the monetary authority has no credibility a disin�ation shock always lead

to a permanent loss of product in the economy. Figures 12 and 13 show the results of

a disin�ation shock in the estimated economies without and with free partial infor-

mation, respectively. While in the �rst case the economy shrinks 0.31% in 2 months,

in the second case the contraction drops to 0.17% of total product in a slightly less

than 3 months.

Arguments for the reduction in consumption (product) are alike for both models.

When �rms do not believe the monetary authority has stopped printing money, they

do not change their optimal policies. Panel 2 shows illustrative �gures of how the

distributions of �rms inside the optimal policy behave with respect to the disin�ation

announcement (for the case without partial information). The panel serves only for

explanation purposes, since it was constructed using a greater initial in�ation rate

in order to make the following points clearer11. Figure (a) in panel 2 shows the

distribution of �rms at the time of the shock. Due to previous in�ation, �rms on the

right side of the optimal policy graph are more concentrated at the bottom. These

�rms at the bottom will be the �rst ones to touch information barrier. Prices will

rise. As time goes by, �rms in higher z positions will touch � � (z) as well, and overall

price level will have diminished growth speed. Price level will not start falling because

of the shape of the optimal policy with positive in�ation. The graph of the optimal

11Increasing initial in�ation rate does not change the shape of the response function.
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policy with positive in�ation is such that, after collecting information, decreasing

prices is on average more di¢ cult than increasing prices. To drop prices right after

touching � � (z) requires that z � u (0), meanwhile to raise prices after touching � � (z)

requires that z � l (0). In the optimal policy with positive in�ation, comparing to

the � � (z) curve, u (0) is in a much higher position than l (0) is in a lower one12.

Consequently, prices will just slow the speed of growth until the new equilibrium

with zero in�ation is attained. Figure (b) in panel 2 gives an idea of how �rms are

distributed in this new equilibrium.
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Figure 12: Product response to a disin�ation shock from 3.29% to 0% when the

monetary authority has NO credibility. Model without partial information.

12That can be clearly seen on �gure 5 of Chapter 1. Figure 3 of that chapter gives an idea of the
di¤erence between an optimal policy with positive in�ation and a zero in�ation one.
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Figure 13: Product response to a disin�ation shock from 3.29% to 0% when the

monetary authority has NO credibility. Model with free partial information.

Panel 2: Illustration of �rms�distributions inside their

optimal policy when a disin�ation with NO credibility occurs

(case without partial information).

2.2.2 Disin�ation Shock with Credibility: Optimal Policy and Drift change

In the case where monetary authority possesses full credibility, a disin�ation shock

has distinct aggregate e¤ects depending whether one is using the model with or

without partial information.
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In the model without partial information, the economy enters a small recession

lasting 2.5 months and then recovers to equilibrium, as shown in �gure 14. The

reasoning behind this is best described using the schematic �gures of panel 3. This

panel is merely illustrative, since its �gures were drawn using higher initial in�ation

rate (� = 30%) so as to facilitate comprehension13. The panel shows pictures of

�rms inside their optimal policy in four di¤erent moments in time. At t = 0 the

distribution of �rms is inclined downwards because with previously positive in�ation

�rms were moving according to dzt = ��dt. (�gure (a) in the panel)14. The shape of

the zero in�ation optimal policy and the fact that now �rms are moving horizontally

to the right impede them to change prices without information. Thus, the only way to

adjust prices is to �rst touch barrier � � (z). Since the distribution of �rms is inclined

downwards and now �rms will move horizontally to the right, the �rst �rms to touch

� � (z) are the ones at the bottom, i.e., the ones that will probably raise prices (�gure

(b) in the panel). As time passes by, the remaining part of the distribution of �rms

that is inclined will keep touching � � (z), but they will touch it in higher positions.

Since the zero in�ation optimal policy�s graph is symmetric and �rms are moving

in a straight line to the right, prices will eventually start falling instead of going up

(�gure (c) in the panel). That will happen until all �rms have collected information

and a new equilibrium with zero in�ation rate is attained. This sequence of increasing

prices and then lowering prices generates the shape of the curve in �gure 14. The

new equilibrium with � = 0 is attained in less than 3 months, and it is depicted in

13Again, increasing initial in�ation rate does not change the shape of the response function.
14Right before the (a) "picture", there were �rms outside the boundaries of the new optimal policy,

but they were instantly realocated at t = 0: many �rms on the upper left corner of the optimal
policy reduced their prices; and others on the lower right side of the policy collected information
and may have changed their prices or not. This intial step, although not shown in the panel, leads
to the very small increase of the product in t = 0.
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�gure (d) of panel 3.
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Figure 14: Product response to a disin�ation shock from 3.29% to 0% when the

monetary authority has full credibility. Model without partial information.

Panel 3: Illustration of �rms�distributions inside their optimal policy when a

disin�ation with full credibility occurs (case without partial information).

Meanwhile, in the model with free partial information, a disin�ation shock with

a credible monetary authority leads to a permanent increase in consumption (�gure

15). The dynamics is entirely di¤erent from the previous case, since �rms do not

move horizontally to the right, they instead receive partial information shocks all

the time. The important feature here is that the graph of the optimal policy has
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"shifted" downwards with the new in�ation of 0%. Consequently, at t = 0 there will

be no �rms at the left bottom of the new optimal policy graph. Panel 4 (a)15 shows

this �rst moment16. Since optimal policy�s graph is symmetric, this means there are

less �rms increasing prices than the ones decreasing prices. As time goes by, �rms

rapidly �ll this empty space due to the idiosyncratic shocks they receive all the time,

as seen in �gure (b) of the panel. In this stage, there are still more prices going down

than going up, so price level is still dropping, but in a slower pace. The equilibrium

is attained once �rms are symmetrically spread inside the new optimal policy (�gure

(c)). The fall in price level during this transition process (�gures (a) and (b)) leads

to a boom in the economy.
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Figure 15: Product response to a disin�ation shock from 3.29% to 0% when the

monetary authority has full credibility. Model with partial information.

15This panel is just illustrative since it was drawn with a higher initial in�ation rate of 30%
16Note that immediatly after the disin�ation announcement (at t = 0 + dt, dt! 0), �rms above

barrier u (�) will lower their prices and �rms beyound �� (z) barrier will collect information. This
is re�ected on the high inclination of the curve in �gure 15 at t = 0.
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Panel 4: Illustration of �rms�distributions inside their optimal policy

when a disin�ation shock with full credibility occurs (model with

partial information).
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2.3 Conclusion

In this second chapter I simulated American economy using previously estimated

parameters in order to study the behavior of the macroeconomy under two types

of shocks: an unanticipated increase of 1% in nominal aggregate demand and a

disin�ation announcement to 0%.

After hitting the economies with the �rst type of shock I found that the model

without partial information shows persistence of real e¤ects of only 3 months. In

contrast, the partial information model generates much longer persistence, of almost

one year. I then turned to an exercise of varying information and menu costs to study

the e¤ects of these changes on monetary shocks�responses. Changing information

costs impacts far more on the persistence of the monetary shock than changing menu

costs. For example, doubling information cost in the partial information setting

enhance real e¤ect�s persistence in almost 50%.

I separate disin�ation shocks in two cases: with and without monetary authority�s

credibility. If agents do not believe in the disin�ation announcement, then both

models present a permanent drop in consumption. In the model without partial

information this drop is 0.31% of GDP, while in the model with partial information

this loss cuts down to 0.17%. On the other hand, if agents believe in the monetary

authority, then there are two distinct aggregate reactions: while in the case without

partial information the announcement leads to a small short temporary recession

(product falls 0.08% after 1.3 months), in the case with partial information there is

a boom in the economy: product rises 0.22% in approximately 2 months.

The models studied in the �rst two chapters of this thesis have a complex frame-

work, and can only be solved numerically. Despite the high computational e¤orts,
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this study entertains important contributions to the price-setting literature. In par-

ticular, comparisons between both models show that the partial information setting

contributes more to reconcile micro and macro evidences.
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Chapter 317

Price Setting under Rational Inattention

We study a model in which price-setting �rms attend to evolving aggregate and

idiosyncratic economic conditions subject to a Shannon constraint on information

�ow, as in Sims [2003]. Information constraints induce inertia in the response of

prices to shocks, in line with available macroeconomic evidence on the response of

output and in�ation to monetary shocks.

We start from a simple general equilibrium model whereby the (logarithm of the)

frictionless optimal price for a �rm - which is the price it would set in the absence of

the constraint on information �ows - is given by the sum of two components: an ag-

gregate (nominal aggregate demand) and an idiosyncratic (productivity) component.

Information frictions preclude �rms from continuously charging their frictionless op-

timal prices. As a result, optimizing �rms need to chose their pricing policies taking

into account the information-processing constraint.

Following Sims [2003], we assume that the amount of information re�ected in

�rms� price-setting decisions is limited by a Shannon information-processing con-

straint. Under the additional assumption of statistical independence between the

signals that provide �rms with information about aggregate and idiosyncratic con-

ditions, the model becomes a continuous-time version of Máckowiak and Wiederholt

[2009]. The optimal policy is such that �rms �allocate attention�between aggregate

17Paper co-authored with Carlos Carvalho (PUC-Rio) and Antonella Tutino (Federal Reserve
Bank of Dallas).
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and idiosyncratic conditions as a function of their relative contributions to the overall

variance of their frictionless optimal prices - with more attention devoted to the more

volatile component.

We then take a step closer to the original theory of Rational Inattention proposed

by Sims [2003], and drop the assumption that the signals that provide �rms with

information about aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions are statistically indepen-

dent. In line with the spirit of Sims�theory, we analyze the single deviation from the

full-information rational-expectations environment that comes from imposing only

the information constraint. The idea is that, just as in the full-information rational-

expectations environment, all the relevant information is freely available, but agents

have limited information-processing capacity - and thus choose what to pay attention

to and what to ignore in order to meet their information constraint. Put di¤erently,

�rms are free to choose the �information structure�that best suits their goals, subject

only to the aforementioned constraint.

It turns out that, rather than tracking aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions

independently, �rms prefer to process information solely about the one variable that

matters for their pro�ts: their respective frictionless optimal prices. The intuition

behind this result is simple: devoting information-processing capacity to anything

other than the variable of interest is a waste of (scarce) capacity. As a result, �rms

put no e¤ort into disentangling aggregate from idiosyncratic conditions, and prefer

to give up clarity about each of these two components for a more precise assessment

of what matters, which is the sum of those components.

We calibrate the model to match mean size of absolute adjustments of prices in

the American economy as in Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008]. We then look at the ag-
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gregate economy and study the implications of monetary and productivity shocks.

We �nd that, under the assumption of independent signals about aggregate and

idiosyncratic conditions, a 3% permanent increase in money level in our benchmark

economy generates real e¤ects for about 10 years. The reason for this long-lasting

e¤ect is that �rms allocate more attention to idiosyncratic shocks, since these have

higher calibrated standard deviation (2% in contrast with 38.8% coming from idio-

syncratic shocks). If subjected to an analogous shock in idiosyncratic productivity,

these �rms respond much faster, and real e¤ects�persistence drops to less than one

year. Meanwhile, if we take away the independence assumption, identical monetary

and productivity shocks lead to equal aggregate e¤ects (with opposite signs). In this

case, since �rms are only concerned about information on optimal price p�it = qt� ait

(where qt stands for the log of aggregate demand and ait stands for the log of idio-

syncratic productivity), increasing qt or decreasing ait produces the same outcome.

When comparing the model with and the one without the assumption of independent

signals, we conclude that the latter lead to faster price level adjustment, thus less

real e¤ects�persistence due to monetary shocks.

This chapter contributes to the recent literature on price-setting under informa-

tion frictions. The paper that is closest to this work is Máckowiack and Wiederholt

[2009]. The main di¤erence is that, as mentioned previously, they rely on an addi-

tional assumption about the information structure - namely, of statistical indepen-

dence between the signals that provide information about aggregate and idiosyncratic

conditions. Another di¤erence from Máckowiack and Wiederholt [2009] is that our

model is formulated in continuous time. Matejka [2010] also analyzes price-setting un-

der Rational Inattention. He solves a two-period problem of a single monopolist that
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has to set prices subject to an information cost that arises from limited information-

processing capacity. To our knowledge, Moscarini [2004] is the �rst full-�edged ap-

plication of information-theoretic concepts to an economic problem formulated in

continuous time. In his model agents must make decisions subject to a constraint on

the amount of information that they can process. He postulates an information struc-

ture that implies an in�nite rate of information transmission if the (noisy) signals are

processed continuously. As a result, in order to satisfy the information constraint,

agents in his model must sample information infrequently. Kasa [2006] introduces to

the economic literature the continuous-time information-theoretic setting that we use

in our model. In contrast to Moscarini [2004], he postulates an information struc-

ture that allows agents to process information continuously and still meet the (�nite)

upper bound on information �ow. Like Moscarini [2004], Kasa [2006] assumes that

the information structure is given, rather than being the result of a choice made by

capacity-constrained agents.18 This contrasts with our approach and with that of

Reis [2010]: we take the Rational Inattention view that the information structure is

a choice �variable�.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 will present the model

and analyze implications of the signal�s structure for the �rm; section 3.3 will study

aggregate e¤ects to shocks; and section 3.4 concludes.

18Turmuhambetova (2003) also analyzes optimal control under information constraints. She
assumes information structures that are similar to Kasa�s (2006), and endogeneizes information-
processing capacity by assuming that it can be increased subject to a cost schedule.
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3.1 The model

3.1.1 Frictionless environment

The description of the frictionless environment is exactly the same as in section

1.1.1 of this thesis. There it was concluded that optimal price was given by:

P �it =
�

� � 1
PtCt
Ait

:

Following the same reasoning and the standard practice in the price-setting lit-

erature, we assume throughout that nominal aggregate demand, denoted here by

Qt � PtCt, evolves exogenously. Thus, the takeaway from this simple model is that

the (log of the) frictionless optimal price for �rm i is given by the sum of two stochastic

processes (lowercase variables denote logarithms throughout):

p�it = qt � ait: (3.14)

We specify the dynamics of qt and ait subsequently.

3.1.2 Information-constrained price-setting

In this subsection the only friction that prevents �rms from continuously charging

the frictionless optimal price is a constraint on the amount of information that they

can process. Discrepancies between �rm i�s actual price and its frictionless optimal

price entail instantaneous �ow �losses� in the form of foregone (potential) pro�ts.

Again, following Chapter 1 one of this thesis and Bonomo, Carvalho and Garcia

[2011], after some rescaling such losses can be taken as being approximately equal to
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the square of the (log) price discrepancy: (pit � p�it)
2. Under imperfect information

about p�it, which arises because of the information-processing constraint, in order

to evaluate the expected �ow loss due to price discrepancies the �rm must form a

probabilistic assessment of p�it given its information.

Let Eit denote the mathematical expectation given �rm i�s information. Recall

that we can decompose the instantaneous expected �ow loss due to a price discrepancy

pit � p�it at time t as:

Eit (pit � p�it)
2 = (pit � Eitp�it)

2 + Eit (p
�
it � Eitp�it)

2 : (3.15)

The �rst term in the right-hand side of (3.15) represents the �ow loss from deviating

from the expected level of the frictionless optimal price given the �rm�s information,

and the second term represents the expected �ow loss due to imperfect information

about p�it.

Since in this chapter we are abstracting from menu costs, �rms can set the �rst

term in the right-hand side of (3.15) to zero simply by charging a price equal to the

conditional expectation of the frictionless optimal price given their information:

pit = bpit � Eitp�it: (3.16)

In fact, this result follows directly from the so-called Separation Principle between

�ltering and control, which applies to this setting. This well-known result can be

seen directly from (3.15), since the control variable pit only appears in the �rst term,

together with the conditional expectation of p�it given the �rm�s information. The

�rst-order condition of (3.15) with respect to pit directly delivers (3.16).
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As for the second term in the right-hand side of (3.15), it is necessarily non-zero

as long as the �rm has imperfect information about p�it. Under Rational Inattention,

the �rm is free to choose the information structure to minimize this term subject to

a constraint on the resulting �ow of information. The information structure can be

represented by (a collection of) signals based on which the �rm can compute a condi-

tional distribution of p�it at each point in time (thus we use the expressions �optimal

signals�and �optimal information structure� interchangeably). In this context, the

�ow of (Shannon) information about p�it transmitted by the signals is given by the

reduction in uncertainty (entropy) about p�it that is a¤orded by the observation of the

signals. This measure of information is referred to as the mutual information between

the signals and the stochastic process of interest (p�it).

Rather than developing notation to formalize the optimization problem involved in

the choice of the information structure for general driving processes qt and faitgi2[0;1],

we now introduce our working assumptions about these processes. For analytical

tractability, and in line with much of the price-setting literature, we assume that

both nominal aggregate demand and the idiosyncratic productivity processes follow

continuous-time Gaussian random walks:

dqt = �dt+ �qdW
q
t ;

dait = �adW
a
it;

and that the standard Brownian motions W q
t and fW a

itgi2[0;1] are all statistically

independent from one another.

For a given �nite information-processing capacity, we would like to know the
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nature of the optimal signals. Given the latter, application of a �lter would deliver the

conditional distribution for p�it, which in turn would allow us to solve for the optimal

pricing policy by computing the conditional expectation in (3.16). As a �rst step in

solving �rms�information problem, in the next subsection we follow Máckowiack and

Wiederholt (2009) and look for the optimal signals under the assumption that signals

that provide information about aggregate conditions are statistically independent

from signals that provide information about idiosyncratic conditions. We then drop

this �independence assumption�and solve for the optimal information structure. We

discuss the di¤erences between the two information structures.

Independent signals Speci�cally, the assumptions that we borrow fromMáckowiack

and Wiederholt (2009) in this subsection are that: i) for a given �rm i, any signal

that provides information about ait cannot provide any information about qt, and

vice-versa; and ii) any noise in the signals is idiosyncratic to the �rm19.

Under those assumptions, the optimal signals take the form20:

d�iqt = qtdt+ ��qdW
�q
it ; (3.17)

d�iat = aitdt+ ��adW
�a
it ;

where
n
W �q
it ;W

�a
it

o
i2[0;1]

are standard Brownian motions that are independent from

one another, and also from W q
t and fW a

itgi2[0;1]. The parameters ��q; ��a > 0 will be

chosen optimally, subject to the information-processing constraint.

19Máckowiack and Wiederholt (2010) also show in an appendix linear combination of indepen-
dent signals about qt and ait: With respect to their assumption, we allow for signals that provide
information about the linear combination of qt and ait not only linear combination of independent
signals.

20See Theorem 10.2 of Lipster and Shiryaev (2000).
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Given this information structure, let
�
�tiq; �

t
ia

�
denote the history of signals processed

by �rm i. We de�ne the signals about aggregate conditions, q̂ and idiosyncratic condi-

tions, âi, as the expected values of q and ai where the expectations is taken conditional

on the information contained in (3.17) up to time t. In formulae:

bqit = E
�
qtj�tiq; �tia

�
;

bait = E
�
aitj�tiq; �tia

�
:

Then the optimal price-setting equation (3.16) can be rewritten as:

pit = bpit = E �p�itj�tiq; �tia� = bqit � bait: (3.18)

In order to calculate bqit and bait, �rms resort to the Kalman-Bucy �lter. Following
Lipster and Shiryaev (2000), (L&S, henceforth) we can vectorize the system as:

�it =

264 qt

ait

375 ; �it =
264 �iqt
�iat

375 ; dW q;a
it =

264 dW q
t

dW a
it

375 ; dW �q;�a
it =

264 dW �q
it

dW �a
it

375 :
With this notation, the system of stochastic di¤erential equations can be rewritten

as:

d�it = a0dt+BdW
q;a
it ;

d�it = C�tdt+DdW
�q;�a
it ;
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where:

a0 =

264 �
0

375 ;B =
264 �q 0

0 �a

375 ;C =
264 1 0

0 1

375 ;D =

264 ��q 0

0 ��a

375 :
Note that in our problem, the variables of choices are now identi�ed in the

variance-covariance matrix D.

The conditional expectations and the �ltering errors can be also vectorized, re-

sulting into:

�̂it =

264 bqitbait
375 ;

t = E

��
�it � �̂it

��
�it � �̂it

�0
j�tiq; �tia

�
=

264 qqt qat

aqt aat

375 :
Then, applying Theorem 10.3 of L&S, the vector �̂it and the matrix t are solutions

of the system of equations

d�̂it = a0dt+ [tC
0](DD0)�1

h
d�it �C�̂itdt

i
; (3.19)

�
t = BB0 � [tC0](DD0)�1[tC

0]0: (3.20)

Note that t does not depend on �it, since with Gaussian processes the reduction

in uncertainty a¤orded by observation of a signal does not depend on its realization.

As in any �ltering problem, the system (3.19)-(3.20) might display some transi-

tional dynamics toward its steady state. We focus on the latter, which is obtained by
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solving the Riccati equation for t. We show in the appendix B that in steady state

our signals, the tracked price and the �ltering errors can be written as:

dbqit = �dt+ �qdb�iqt; (3.21)

dbait = �adb�iat; (3.22)

dbpit = �dt+ �qdb�iqt + �adb�iat (3.23)

 =

264 ��q�q 0

0 ��a�a

375 (3.24)

where db�iqt = d�iqt�bqitdt
��q

and db�iat = d�iat�baitdt
��a

.

Given the steady-state signal structure above we need to compute the information

�ow that it implies in order to set up the optimization problem of choosing the optimal

structure subject to a limit on information-processing capacity. This step is obtained

by applying results derived by Duncan (1970).21

Duncan [1970] rewrites signals�equations (3.17) as:

de�it =

264 de�iqt
de�iat

375 = D�1

264 d�iqt
d�iat

375 =
264 1

��q
0

0 1
��a

375
264 qt

ait

375 dt+
264 dW �q

it

dW �a
it

375
= D�1�itdt+ dW

�q;�a
it :

21To the best of our knowledge these results were �rst used in an economic application by Kasa
(2006).
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To de�ne how much information is transmitted by the signals e�ti = ne�is; s � to,
we need to introduce the concept of mutual information. This in turn will allow us

to calculate the rate of generation of information about the process �it by process e�it.
The following de�nition provides the result we need.

De�nition 1 (Duncan, 1970) Let e�i and �i be two random processes on [0; T ], with

joint probability measure �e�i;�i and marginal probability measures �e�i and ��i respec-
tively. If �e�i;�i � �e�i � ��i, then the mutual information IT

�e�i; �i� between e�i and
�i is given by:

IT
�e�i; �i� = Ee�i;�i ln

0@ d�e�i;�i
d
h
�e�i � ��i

i
1A :

Given the speci�c stochastic processes involved in the case of our model, we have

the following result:

Proposition 3.1 (Duncan, 1970) The rate of generation of information about process

�i by process e�i, I �e�i; �i�, is given by:
I
�e�i; �i� = lim

T!1

IT
�e�i; �i�
T

=
1

2
trace

�
D�1D�10� ;

where  is the steady-state variance-covariance matrix of the (Kalman-Bucy) �ltering

errors computed in (3.24).

Given our focus on the asymptotic (steady-state) behavior of the system, this is

the measure of information �ow that will be subject to a constraint in our model.
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Applying Duncan�s proposition in the context of our model yields:

I
�e�i; �i� =

1

2
trace

�
D�1D�10�

=
1

2

 
�q
��q

+
�a
��a

!
:

The information-processing constraint is an upper limit on the rate of generation

of information about process �i by processing e�i . Let the capacity � correspond to
the rate of generation of information I

�e�i; �i�.
The problem of choosing the optimal independent signals can be cast into a prob-

lem of choosing the optimal attention precision of the signals. Let �q � 1
��q

and

�a � 1
��a

denote the precisions of aggregate and idiosyncratic signals. Then, the

optimization problem of the �rm amounts to:

min
�q ;�a

�
�q
�q
+
�a
�a

�
(3.25)

s:t: (�q�q + �a�a) � 2� (3.26)

�q; �a � 0: (3.27)

where (3.25) is the �ow losses computed by using the conditional variance (3.24),

(3.26) is the information processing constraint and (3.27) is the non-negativity con-

straints of the precisions.

The program (3.25)-(3.27) has a unique interior solution given by:

�q = �a =
2�

�a + �q
: (3.28)
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Let �q = �q�q and �a = �a�a denote the capacity allocated to tracking the

aggregate and idiosyncratic variables. Then, the solution (3.28) yields the following

optimal allocation of attention between the two signals:

�q =
�q

�q + �a
2�; (3.29)

�a =
�a

�q + �ai
2�: (3.30)

The system (3.29)-(3.30) is the Máckowiak and Wiederholt (2009) result: �rms opti-

mally allocate attention between aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions in proportion

to their contribution to the overall variability of their frictionless optimal prices.

Optimal signals without independence assumption Without the indepen-

dence assumption, a given signal might convey information about both qt and ait. In

analogy with the results on the optimality of the di¤usions (3.17), the optimal signal

structure takes the form:

d�it = (qt � ait) dt+ ��dW �
it

= p�itdt+ ��dW
�
it:

Optimal price-setting is given by:

pit = bpit = E �p�itj�ti� :
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The conditional expectation E
�
p�itj�ti

�
is obtained with the Kalman-Bucy �lter:

dbpit = �dt+ t
�2�
(d�it � bpitdt) ; (3.31)

where t solves:
�
t = �

2
q + �

2
a �

�
t
��

�2
:

The steady-state variance of the �ltering errors is:

 = ��

q
�2q + �

2
a:

Thus, in steady state, equation (3.31) is:

dbpit = �dt+q�2q + �2ad�̂it
where d�̂it =

(d�it�bpitdt)
��

.

The rate of generation of information about process p�i by process �i:

I (�i; p�i ) =
1

2

p
�2q + �

2
a

��
:

As for the case with independent signal, the program of the �rm can be cast into

choosing the optimal precision �� � 1
��
for the signal �i about the linear combination
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of idiosyncratic and aggregate variables. The program results into:

min
��

p
�2q + �

2
a

��
(3.32)

s:t:
1

2
��

q
�2q + �

2
a � � (3.33)

�� � 0; (3.34)

with (3.32) representing the �ow losses, (3.33) the information-processing constraint

and (3.34) the non-negativity constraint associated to the choice of precision ��.

The solution of the program (3.32)-(3.34) is given by:

�� =
2�p
�2q + �

2
a

: (3.35)

Comparing the �ow losses under information-processing constraint at the optimum

with and without the independence assumption yields the following proposition:

Proposition 3.2 The signal delivering the linear combination of aggregate and idio-

syncratic conditions generates a lower loss than the signals delivering independent

information about aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions.

Proof. Evaluating the �ow losses at the optimum (3.29)-(3.30) produces the following

conditional variance:
(�q + �a)

2

2�
:

The objective function (3.32) in the optimal solution under the assumption that

signals need not be independent is:

�2q + �
2
a

2�
:
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For a given capacity, independent signals deliver a worse loss:

(�q + �a)
2

2�
>
�2q + �

2
a

2�
:

3.2 Impulse Response Functions to Aggregate and Idiosyn-

cratic Shocks

We shall investigate the e¤ects of disturbances in the aggregate economy. To this

end, we consider an in�nite number of �rms and evaluate their responses to aggregate

and idiosyncratic shocks.

First, note that these models do not imply complementarity among �rms. Thus,

in the case where signals about aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks are independent

from each other, prices evolve according to:

dbpit = �dt+�qdW �q
it +�adW

�a
it +

2�

�q + �a
[�q (qtdt� bqitdt)� �a (aitdt� âitdt)] : (3.36)

Similarly, the solution of the information-processing problem without the inde-

pendence assumption in (3.35) yields the optimal tracking price:

dbpit = �dt+q�2q + �2adW �
it + 2� (p

�
itdt� bpitdt) : (3.37)

Consider the e¤ects of a one-time permanent increase in nominal aggregate de-

mand, qt, or a one-time permanent decrease in idiosyncratic productivity, ai, on �rms�
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average aggregate response according to (3.36) and (3.37). To appreciate the persis-

tence of such shocks in the economy, we shall assume no change in W �
it, W

�q
it and

W �a
it , so that the only source of stochasticity comes from the estimate of aggregate

and idiosyncratic conditions, q̂ and âi, in (3.36) and the estimate of price p̂ in (3.37).

To evaluate the e¤ects of these di¤erent shocks, we calibrate both models in

accordance to Klenow and Kryvtsov [2008] (KK henceforth), which is the price-

setting empirical paper used in the estimations in Chapter 1 of this thesis. We �x

�q equal to 2%, the standard deviation of GDP growth from January 1987 until

December 2004 (the same period analyzed by KK, with the exception of January

2005)22. Parameter � is 3.29% as in Chapters 1 and 2, the in�ation rate of the basket

of goods and services examined in KK. We set � = 3 bits23 to align with Máckowiak

and Wiederholt [2009]�s benchmark economy, and we analyze response functions with

other values of � as well24. Standard deviation of idiosyncratic shocks �a = 38:8%

was calibrated to match the monthly mean of absolute sizes of price adjustments of

9.0% reported in KK, and the result is the same for both models with and without

independence assumption. This standard deviation is high because in an economy

where prices move with a small drift (3.29%) and where aggregate conditions are not

too volatile (�q = 2%), the only way to match an average of absolute sizes of price

adjustments of 9.00% is to increase �a.

Figure 16 shows price level and product responses to a 3% one-time permanent

22We use quarterly, seasonally adjusted annual rate of GDP growth. Source: U.S. Department
of Commerce - Bureau of Economic Analysis, available at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis�
website.

23Information �ow is measured in bits. See Sims [2003].
24We found that setting parameter � greater than zero and smaller than 50 bits doesn�tchange

signi�cantly the mean of absolute sizes of price adjustments in stochastic steady state. This mean
�uctuates between 8.98% and 9.03%.
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increase in nominal aggregate demand assuming independence of signals, and �gure

17 depicts the case without this independence assumption. The shock in qt can be

interpreted as a shock in money level. Comparing both �gures one can see that the

independence of signals�assumption leads to a much slower convergence of prices:

while in �gure 16 price level takes more than 10 years to converge after the shock, in

�gure 17 this convergency happens in 9 months in the case of the benchmark econ-

omy, i.e, for � = 3.. This large discrepancy in speed of convergency occurs because

�rms receiving independent signals allocate more attention to idiosyncratic shocks,

since these have substantially higher standard deviation (�a = 38:8% and �q = 2%) :

Meanwhile, when �rms receive a combined signal about both aggregate and idiosyn-

cratic conditions, that separated allocation of attention does not happen, and �rms

react to the change in p�it faster. Another relevant point appearing in both �gures

is that increases in � always lead to faster convergency of prices. This is a straight-

forward consequence since higher information �ow means �rms have more accurate

information about shocks at each point in time.
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Figure 16: Price level (left) and product (right) responses to an increase in 3% of money

level when signals about aggreagate and idiosyncratic shocks are independent.
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Figure 17: Price level (left) and product (right) responses to an increase in 3% of money

level without signals�independence assumption.
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We now analyze shocks in productivity. Since this variable impacts prices nega-

tively, we will perform a one-time permanent 3% decrease in idiosyncratic productiv-

ity ai, for all �rms (8i 2 [0; 1]). Figure 18 shows price level responses to this shock. As

expected, �rms receiving separate signals about aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks

(solid lines) will respond to the shock in ai a lot faster than they responded to the

shock in qt, since they pay more attention to idiosyncratic conditions. Nevertheless,

�rms receiving combined signal about both ait and qt still respond more rapidly to

the shock (dashed lines). Note that impulse response functions for these �rms are

the exact same ones as in �gure 17. This happens because the shock given in p�i was

precisely the same in both cases (a 3% increase in p�i ) .This faster price adjustment

will re�ect on a more rapid convergence to new the level of product of equilibrium.
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Figure 18: Price level responses to a general decrease in productivity of 3%.
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3.3 Conclusion

We study the price-setting problem of �rms that react to evolving aggregate and

idiosyncratic economic conditions subject to a Shannon constraint on information

�ow, as in Sims [2003]. Under the assumption of statistical independence of the

sources of information about aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions, the model be-

comes a continuous-time version of Máckowiak and Wiederholt [2009], and the opti-

mal policy is such that �rms allocate more attention to informations about the type

(aggregate or idiosyncratic) of shock with higher volatility.

Taking a step closer to the original theory of Rational Inattention proposed by

Sims [2003], we drop the assumption that the signals that provide �rms with informa-

tion about aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions are statistically independent. Firms

are now free to choose the "information structure" that best suits their goals, subject

only to their information-processing capacity. We �nd that, rather than tracking

aggregate and idiosyncratic conditions independently, �rms prefer to process infor-

mation solely about the one variable that matters for their pro�ts: their respective

frictionless optimal prices.

We then calibrate the model and study its aggregate implications. We �nd that,

under the assumption of independent signals about aggregate and idiosyncratic condi-

tions, a 3% permanent increase in money level in our benchmark economy generates

real e¤ects for more than 10 years. On the other hand, if �rms are subjected to

an analogous shock in idiosyncratic productivity, then real e¤ects last less than one

year. This happens because these �rms allocate more attention to idiosyncratic than

to aggregate conditions. If we drop the independence of signals�assumption, iden-

tical monetary and productivity shocks with opposite signs lead to equal aggregate
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e¤ects. We conclude that the model in which �rms receive signals solely about infor-

mation on p� always lead to faster overall price level adjustment, thus less real e¤ects�

persistence after a monetary shock.
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6 Appendix B

From (3.19)-(3.20), we revert back to the notation of our model. This gives us

the processes for the �ltered expectations of qt and ait:264 dbqit
dbait

375 =
264 �dt

0

375+
264 qqt qat

aqt aat

375
264 1

�2�q
0

0 1
�2�a

375
0B@
264 d�iqt
d�iat

375�
264 bqitdtbaitdt

375
1CA :

So:

dbqit = �dt+
qqt
�2�q

�
d�iqt � bqitdt�+ qat�2�a

(d�iat � baitdt) ;
dbait =

aqt
�2�q

�
d�iqt � bqitdt�+ aat�2�a

(d�iat � baitdt) :
To have more compact notation:

dbqit = �dt+ �bqtdb�iqt + �cqatdb�iat; (B.1)

dbait = �caqtdb�iqt + �batdb�iat; (B.2)

where �bqt = qqt
��q
; �bat = aat

��a
; �cqat = qat

��a
; �caqt = aqt

��q
; db�iqt = d�iqt�bqitdt

��q
; db�iat =

d�iat�baitdt
��a

, and b�iqt and b�iat are Brownian motions with respect to the �ltration gen-
erated by �it.

Thus, bpit follows:
dbpit = �dt+ (�bqt + �caqt) db�iqt + (�cqat + �bat) db�iat: (B.3)

Note that we can also write the di¤erential representation for bpit with a single
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Brownian:

dbpit = �dt+ b�tdb�pt
where

b�t =q(�bqt + �caqt)2 + (�cqat + �bat)2 =
s�

qqt + aqt
��q

�2
+

�
qat + aat

��a

�2
:

Noting that qat = aqt and dropping aqt, the equations for the components of
�
t

are given by :

�
qqt = �2q �

 
2qqt
�2�q

+
2qat
�2�a

!
;

�
qat = �

 
qatqqt
�2�q

+
aatqat
�2�a

!
�
aat = �2a �

 
2qat
�2�q

+
2aat
�2�a

!
:

The steady state is obtained by solving the following Riccati equation for t:

 = lim
t!1

t =

264 qq qa

aq aa

375 =
264 ��q�q 0

0 ��a�a

375
Replacing steady state  in equations (B.1), (B.2) and (B.3) gives us equations

(3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) presented in the main text.
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